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When Good Days Go Bad  
Welcome to the Sharp End of Planning & Response 
Warwick Hall, CFEE 
IFEA World Board Member 
Operational Risk Consultant 
Safety Set Consulting 
Section 646 
Taupo, New Zealand 
There will always be times when no matter how well you plan, something just goes wrong. 
It may be out of your control that it did, or maybe you just didn’t envision the particular incident 
and did no pre-planning. While you may not be judged on what went wrong, you will be judged 
on response - was it timely, appropriate and adequately resourced pre and post incident. 
A couple thoughts to consider: Indecision can be costly on lives, reputation and litigation; 
Insurance does not mitigate the human cost; You have seconds to respond, lawyers have the 
luxury of months if not years.  This webinar will break the ‘bad stuff’ into:  Proactive Measures – 
how to prepare for the known & unknown.   Reactive Response – ‘actions on’ how to respond to 
limit damage on all fronts. 
  
My name is Warwick Hall and I am currently based in New Zealand with a potential move to 
South East Asia immanent. I am an Operational Risk Consultant operating two business entities: 
www.safetysetconsulting.com and www.S646.com. Green relates to managing routine risks 
and Red which relates to counter threat operations (terrorism). 
  
Green. I have worked my way up from the trenches dreaming up, developing, creating and 
operating all manner of festivals and events from community based to world level. I have had 
some successes and I have had some unmitigated disasters. It’s the disasters that allowed for 
the greatest learning and from these I have very definitely completed my ‘event’ apprenticeship. 
  
Red. Combining with the more routine risk management, I work in the counter threat area of 
mass gatherings and events. Spanning all genres from small scale to working on the New 
Zealand Prime Ministers event post terrorist attack that killed 51 people and developing both 
routine and counter threat operational documentation for the heir to the British Throne visit to 
New Zealand. 
  
Having both skillsets combining creates a more comprehensive ability to span the full spectrum 
of operational risk and raise the bar on safety.   
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